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Focusing on being a great sales person is preventing agents from building a business that serves them! 
 
Michael Gerber (The E-Myth).  Time to build a better BUSINESS.  Sales skills provide you with a living, but a true 
business gives you freedom.  Michael’s concept of “world class”.  Create concept of world class RE business. Three 
roles in business technician (salesperson), manager (systems), and entrepreneur (vision). 
 
Maxwell Malts (Psycho-Cybernetics).  Plastic surgeon.    Vision gives us the place to land or shoot for. 
 
Vision is seeing the future in your mind’s eye BEFORE you make it happen.  It’s where big achievements begin.  It’s 
a place to head TOWARDS.  It’s YOUR own private aspiration.  There is a PROCESS you can use to achieve. 
 
5 core strategic visions: 
 
Strategic Business Vision - A World Class Real Estate Agent Business is a franchise prototype model based on 
scalable systems that create predictability and sustainability regardless of the circumstances! 
 
Franchise simply means a documented, systematized, duplicatable model – a coordinated group of checklists 
tracking the process.  RE stages:  marketing, database, follow up, presentations, sales, and closings. 
 
Strategic Leadership Vision - A World Class Real Estate Agent Business Leader (CEO-Chief Executive Officer) is 
accountable to an intentional, systems based business that he/she is fearless in guiding that business through 
aggressive implementation and adaptive growth! 
 
Strategic Marketing Vision - A World Class Real Estate Agent Business Marketing Plan is tied to the company’s 
financial goals, has a clear target avatar (ideal client image), a clear message that appeals to the avatar and has a 
financially responsible media distribution plan that’s measurable and constantly being refined and grown! 
 
Mind mapping for visually learners. Dan Kennedy Ultimate Marketing Plan: triangle marketing, message, media. 
 
Strategic Follow Up Vision - A World Class Strategic Follow Up Plan automates technology and manages people 
responsible for follow up at all stages of the customer relationship in a relevant, personalized, consistent and 
focused manner that yields lifelong relationships that serve as the foundation of the growth of the brand. 
 
Follow up is the biggest road block to agent’s success.  Focus the most time to develop these skills and systems.  
Use computer systems (like InfusionSoft) to combine follow up and team management.  Give, give, give, ask. 
 
Strategic Measurement Vision - A World Class Strategic Measurement Plan is systematically guiding the enterprise 
to be incessantly identifying inefficiencies and opportunities so that real time adjustments can be made in the 
operation to accelerate growth in a profitable direction! 
 
Look for holes in the boat.  Measurement will determine where the system is failing … and can be improved.  Lead 
(future) measures and lag (past) measures. Look for inefficiencies and opportunities.  See quality of conversations. 
 
Strategic Expansion Plan - A World Class Strategic Expansion Plan includes the proliferation of the original 
franchise prototype by magnetically attracting sellers, buyers and agents who are attracted by the professionalism 
of the brand as expressed through any point of contact with the business! 
 
You are either expanding or contracting. You get to decide which. 


